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Abstract. Medical Question Answering (MedQA) is one of the
most popular and significant tasks in developing healthcare assis-
tants. When humans extract an answer to a question from a docu-
ment, they first (a) understand the question itself in detail and (b)
utilize relevant knowledge/experiences to determine the answer seg-
ments. In multi-span question answering, it becomes increasingly
important to comprehend the query accurately and possess relevant
knowledge, as the interrelationship among different answer segments
is essential for achieving completeness. Motivated by this, we first
propose a transformer-based query semantic and knowledge (Que-
SemKnow) guided multi-span question-answering model. The pro-
posed QueSemKnow works in a two-phased manner; in the first stage,
a multi-task model is proposed to extract query semantics: (i) intent
identification and (ii) question type prediction. In the second stage,
QueSemKnow selects a relevant subset of the knowledge graph as
the underlying context/document and extracts answers depending on
the semantic information extracted from the first stage and context.
We build a multi-task query semantic extraction model for query in-
tent and query type identification to investigate the co-relation among
these tasks. Furthermore, we created a semantically aware medi-
cal question-answering corpus named QueSeMSpan MedQA wherein
each question is annotated with its corresponding semantic informa-
tion. The proposed model outperforms several baselines and existing
state-of-the-art models by a large margin on multiple datasets, which
firmly demonstrates the effectiveness of the human-inspired multi-
span question-answering methodology.

1 Introduction
One of the critical components of the United Nations Sustainable De-
velopment Goal (SDG 3) is the development of sustainable health-
care systems for ensuring healthy lives and well-being [31]. Over
the past five years, multiple surveys [24, 19] have revealed a con-
cerning shortage of healthcare personnel relative to the expanding
population. This shortage presents a significant challenge to health-
care systems, which must increase the number of healthcare workers
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and optimize their time usage. Moreover, rural regions, where over
one-third of the world’s population resides, face a pressing issue of
inadequate access to medical facilities and doctors [14]. To allevi-
ate doctors’ workload and provide timely assistance to patients, AI-
based healthcare support, such as medical question-answering, has
emerged as a leading-edge research area for both the AI and medical
research communities [6, 12, 28].

Question answering is a prominent natural language processing
(NLP) problem that has been studied for decades [26]. Despite this,
the significance and research potential of question answering has not
diminished, given its broad application and its role as a fundamen-
tal component in various downstream natural language understand-
ing tasks. Most medical question-answering approaches focus on ex-
tracting a consecutive chunk of information from a document to ad-
dress a query [4, 25]. Nevertheless, in real-life scenarios, answers to
queries can be located in a single place or span across multiple para-
graphs within a document (Figure 1). The task of multi-span ques-
tion answering and its associated dataset were introduced by Zhu et
al. [33]. To date, only a limited number of studies [33, 17] have been
conducted in the field of multi-span question answering, leaving cer-
tain crucial aspects unexplored.

In real life, we find an answer to a question from a document in
a two-phase manner: We first understand the question and its intent
and then identify relevant sentences from documents needed to an-
swer it adequately. The process becomes more critical and effective
in case of multiple sentences containing answers, as with the ques-
tion understated, we effectively identify the segments and necessary
spans. Moreover, our medical domain knowledge plays a crucial role
in answering medical queries. An experienced individual will be able
to extract answers more accurately and efficiently than a 10-year-
old. However, none of the existing multiple answer span question
answering (MSQA) model [3, 11, 33] has either investigated the ef-
ficacy of question semantic or external knowledge in MSQA. Mo-
tivated by the research gap and efficacy of two-phased question-
answering, we propose a two-phased query semantic and knowl-
edge (QueSemKnow) guided transformer-based multi-span medical
question-answering model. The motivation is illustrated with an ex-
ample in Figure 1.

In order to effectively respond and guide health information seek-
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Context
Through the hormones it produces, the thyroid gland influences almost all of the metabolic processes in your body. Thyroid disorders 
can range from a small, harmless goiter (enlarged gland) that needs no treatment to life-threatening cancer. The most common thyroid 
problems involve abnormal production of thyroid hormones. Too much thyroid hormone results in a condition known as hyperthyroidism. 
Insufficient hormone production leads to hypothyroidism. Although the effects can be unpleasant or uncomfortable, most thyroid 
problems can be managed well if properly diagnosed and treated. All types of hyperthyroidism are due to an overproduction of thyroid 
hormones, but the condition can occur in several ways: Graves' disease: The production of too much thyroid hormone. Toxic adenomas: 
Nodules develop in the thyroid gland and begin to secrete thyroid hormones, upsetting the body's chemical balance; some goiters may 
contain several of these nodules. Subacute thyroiditis: Inflammation of the thyroid that causes the gland to "leak" excess hormones, 
resulting in temporary hyperthyroidism that generally lasts a few weeks but may persist for months. Pituitary gland malfunctions or 
cancerous growths in the thyroid gland: Although rare, hyperthyroidism can also develop from these causes. Hypothyroidism , by 
contrast, stems from an underproduction of thyroid hormones. Since your body's energy production requires certain amounts of thyroid 
hormones, a drop in hormone production leads to lower energy levels. Causes of hypothyroidism include: Hashimoto's thyroiditis : In this 
autoimmune disorder, the body attacks thyroid tissue. The tissue eventually dies and stops producing hormones. Removal of the thyroid 
gland: The thyroid may have been surgically removed or chemically destroyed. 

Exposure to excessive amounts of iodide: Cold and sinus medicines, the heart medicine amiodarone, or certain contrast dyes given 
before some X-rays may expose you to too much iodine. You may be at greater risk for developing hypothyroidism if you have had 
thyroid problems in the past. Lithium: This drug has also been implicated as a cause of hypothyroidism. Untreated for long periods of 
time, hypothyroidism can bring on a myxedema coma, a rare but potentially fatal condition that requires immediate hormone treatment. 
Hypothyroidism poses a special danger to newborns and infants. …………… People who have received radiation treatment to the head 
and neck earlier in life, possibly as a remedy for acne, tend to have a higher-than-normal risk of developing thyroid cancer.

Query
What give rise to hypothyroidism?

Query Semantic 
Intent: Cause, Query Type: What                                             KG:                       

lithium

hypothyroidism     
thyroid

joint pain

Figure 1: Importance of query semantic and external medical knowl-
edge for multi-span question answering

ers, it is crucial to understand their intent. The intent of a query rep-
resents the underlying purpose or intention expressed by the speakers
through their query. On the other hand, the query type indicates the
specific type of question, such as "what" or "why". We hypothesize
that there is a correlation between what is said and how it is said.
The type of query can provide valuable insights into the speaker’s
intent, and vice versa. To address this, we have developed a multi-
task model that focuses on identifying query intent and question type.
This model is integrated into our proposed QueSemKnow framework,
enhancing its capabilities for understanding and effectively address-
ing health information queries.
Research Questions In this paper, we aim to investigate the fol-
lowing three research questions related to multi-span medical ques-
tion answering: (i) Does the incorporation of query semantics affect
the efficiency of extracting multi-span answers from documents? (ii)
Does external medical knowledge provide the background and foun-
dation to understand and extract answers from multiple paragraphs in
a document? (iii) Is there a correlation between the question’s intent
and its type recognition?

In the last few years, tremendous efforts have been made by
both research and industry communities to automate various medi-
cal operations. Nevertheless, the outcomes of these efforts are lim-
ited primarily due to the lack of medical datasets [20]. There is
not a single multi-span question answering data where question se-
mantic information has been tagged. Motivated by the unavailability
of query semantic associated multiple answer span QA corpus, we
make an attempt to develop a large scale Query Semantic informa-
tion aware Multi-Span Medical Question Answering (QueSeMSpan
MedQA) dataset. The corpus includes 34K question-answer pairs
spread among 12 different types of queries and 11 different medi-
cal intents, such as prevention and suggestion.

The key contributions of the work are as follows:

• We propose a query semantic and knowledge-guided multi-span
question-answering framework that first extracts semantic infor-
mation from a question, then extracts a relevant subset from the
medical knowledge graph as per the underlying context (docu-
ment), and finally identifies relevant sentences accordingly.

• We propose a multi-task intent and query type identification model
that exploits the interrelation between the intent and query type of
a question.

• We curate large-scale semantic information annotated medical
multi-span question answering corpus, which contains intent and
question type for each context-question pair.

• The proposed model surpasses the existing state-of-the-art models
over multiple datasets across different evaluation metrics.

Social Impact The current work makes the very first attempt towards
building Query Semantic and Knowledge (QueSemKnow) guided
Medical Multi-span question-answering model with the following
objectives: (a) Individuals searching for health information online
can access comprehensive medical knowledge, enabling them to ef-
fectively plan their healthcare management and make optimal use
of healthcare resources in a timely manner. (b) With the proposed
MedQA framework, web pages can be ranked and clustered effec-
tively based on a structured knowledge graph that is generated from
the knowledge and queries of the concerned users. (c) The devel-
oped medical corpus could be utilized for building several types of
telemedicine tools such as: (i) user-intent focused medical context
summarization, (ii) automatic frequently asked question (FAQ) rec-
ommendation, and (iii) healthcare consultancy and service recom-
mendation.

2 Related Works

The work is mainly related to the following three research areas:
Medical question answering, Knowledge infused question answer-
ing, and Multi-span question answering. The relevant works related
to these areas are summarized in subsequent sections.
Medical Question Answering The following tasks have received the
most attention in recent years: question comprehension [1], question
entailment [4], and answer extraction from a concerned context [2].
Wang et al. [29] proposed a novel answer extraction method that first
extracts all relevant sentences from context, and then selects a set
of sentences to frame an appropriate answer. In [22], the proposed
model first extracts medical entities from sentences of the EHR (elec-
tronic health record) document and then selects an appropriate ques-
tion from an existing template for the extracted entity.
Knowledge Infused Question Answering In [10], the authors have
infused disease-symptom knowledge in the BERT model and showed
that the proposed disease-BERT significantly outperforms BERT and
BioBERT [16] models. In real life, we seamlessly utilize background
knowledge, such as well-known principles and facts [15], to extract
relevant answers to a question from a concerned document. The same
has been found in Nararatwong et al. [21], which showed a significant
impact of infusing medical entity information into their question-
answering model.
Multi-Span Question Answering Zhu et al. [33], first introduced
the problem and developed a multiple-answer span healthcare ques-
tion answering (MASH-QA) system. The paper also proposed a
transformer-based classification model that classifies each context
sentence as either relevant or non-relevant. The work [17] created
a multi-span question-answering dataset that consists of Google
queries and corresponding annotated answers from Wikipedia and
other websites.

With our extensive literature survey, we did not find any work in-
vestigating neither the role of query semantics nor knowledge infu-
sion for multi-span question answering. To the best of our knowl-
edge, the paper is the first attempt towards building query semantic
and knowledge-guided multi-span question answering framework.

3 Dataset

We first extensively reviewed existing benchmark medical question-
answering corpora and the observations are summarized in Table



1. Motivated by the efficacy of the human-inspired two-phased
question-answering practice, we first take an attempt to develop
Query Semantic information aware Multi-Span Medical Question
Answering (QueSeMSpan MedQA) corpus with the help of the
benchmarked MASHQA dataset [33] and clinician-provided guide-
lines.

Table 1: Statistics of the existing medical datasets for medical ques-
tion answering task

Dataset #QA Context Intent QA Type Multi-Span QuesSem
HealthQA [34] 8K ✗ ✗ Ranking ✗ ✗
MedQuaD [4] 47K ✗ ✗ Ranking ✗ ✗
Medication [5] 690 ✗ ✓ Ranking ✗ ✗
MASH-QA [33] 35K ✓ ✗ Extractive ✓ ✓
QueSeMSpan (ours) 34.8K ✓ ✓ Extractive ✓ ✓

3.1 QueSeMSpan MedQA

Motivated by the adequacy and credibility of the corpus, we decided
to consider the MASH-QA as a reference corpus. It contains common
healthcare queries posted on a popular health website WebMD. The
answers to these queries have been marked by healthcare experts and
in relevant medical documents. With the detailed analysis of queries,
we found that speakers have concerns ranging from primarily 15 in-
tents (Figure 2), such as diagnosis and prevention. We considered
only eleven intents and discarded the other four intents (comparison,
confirmation, medication, and case study) as we did not get enough
samples in the dataset. We observed 12 different query types (Fig-
ure 3) that are used in the question-answering corpus. In the curation
process, firstly, the clinician developed a sample dataset with 200
query context pairs annotated with speaker intent and question type.
Afterward, we employed three biology graduate students to annotate
a subset of 5000 query context pairs of the MASH-QA corpus based
on the clinical author’s detailed guidelines and curated samples. The
kappa coefficient (k) was calculated to verify annotation agreement
and it was 0.73, indicating substantial uniformity. The dataset statis-
tics are reported in Table 2.

Table 2: QueSeMSpan dataset statistics

Entries Value
# of question context pairs 34,808
# of context 5574
# of question annotated with intent and query type 5041
Avg. context length (in words) 696
Avg. answer length (in words) 67
# of intents 11
# of query types 12

Affect

Cause

Diagnosis

Fact Retrieval

Prevention

Side Effect

Suggestion

Symptoms

Test

Treatment

Information

Figure 2: Intent type distribution in QueSeMSpan MedQA dataset

3.2 Qualitative Aspects

Question answering is a subjective task, where an individual has
to understand both question and context and respond accordingly.
When we provide the same question and context to a small child

and an experienced individual, it is most likely that the experienced
individual will perform significantly better. The reason behind this
superiority is the broader background knowledge of the experienced
individual. Thus, query semantics and medical knowledge become
crucial in answering a medical query efficiently.
Role of Intent The sole aim of medical question-answering forums is
to provide medical assistance to end-users. Therefore, it is desirable
to comprehend user intent and expectations in addition to offering
pertinent information. It can be effectively used to filter relevant con-
text for a query. For example, a user’s goal might be to receive a
suggestion for a medical condition. We can use it to locate the rel-
evant span from the relevant text and determine whether the span
is sufficient or if additional information is required. Some common
intents’ details with examples are provided in Table 3.

Table 3: Common intent types, their frequency, and one example cor-
responding to each of them

Intent %age Query
information 59.30 Is there anything that I need to consider other than

glycemic index when making dietary choices for diabetes?
treatment 14.07 What are some treatments for neutropenia? Will my doctor

prescribe chemotherapy alone or with other treatments?
suggestion 6.57 What is the best way for people with HIV/AIDS to prevent

the flu?
cause 6.29 What causes delusional disorder?
symptoms 5.89 How can one be certain of having gastritis?

Importance of Query Type The types of questions provide a key
hint regarding whether a statement from a document could be a vi-
able response. For instance, if a query begins with "when", the an-
swer will most likely contain sentences from the concerned doc-
ument, which contain a date, day, or duration. The distribution of
query types are shown in Figure 3.

Where

Will/Would

Who

Which

Shall/Should

Why

When

Do/Does

Is/Are/Am

Can/Could

How

What

Figure 3: Query type distribution in QueSeMSpan MedQA dataset

Ethical Consideration We have strictly followed the guidelines es-
tablished for legal, ethical, and regulatory standards in medical re-
search during the QueSeMSpan curation process. Therefore, we have
not added or removed any medical entities from a context or query
of MASHQA dataset. Also, the curated dataset does not reveal users’
identities. Moreover, the annotation guidelines are provided by a
clinical author and thoroughly checked by the clinician. Furthermore,
we have also obtained approval from our institute’s healthcare com-
mittee and institutional ethical review board (ERB) to employ the
dataset and carry out the research.

4 Methodology
The proposed model architecture for MSQA is illustrated in Figure
4. It extracts an answer to a question from a document in a two-
step knowledge-guided process: (i) (a) Query Semantic Extraction
(i) (b)Knowledge Infusion (ii) Sentence Relevance Identification. In
the first stage, the semantic extractor extracts the speaker’s intent



and query type from the user’s query and retrieves additional rel-
evant medical knowledge as per the given context. Using the pro-
cessed query and additional medical knowledge (global context), it
analyzes each sentence of the referenced context (local context) and
marks its relevance accordingly in the later stage. Each of the stages
is described in the subsequent sections.

4.1 Query Semantic Extraction

What we say in our conversation is tied to how we say it. Thus, we
hypothesize that there is a strong correlation between the user’s in-
tent and query-type identification tasks. So, we jointly optimize these
two tasks and build an RNN-based multi-task framework for query
intent and its type recognition. We first pass the query to a BiLSTM
network which generates a representation vector. The vector is fed to
a feed-forward neural network (ffnn) that processes the vector and
passes the obtained representation to two different FFNNs responsi-
ble for intent classification and query recognition, respectively. The
model processes a query (X : x1, x2, x3, ...xn) as follows:

hi
b = f(W b

hh · hi−1
b +W b

hx · xi)

hi
f = f(W f

hh · hi−1
f +W f

hx · xi)

H = [hb, hf ]

i, q = ffnn(H)

where xi is ith word of the query and f represents the activa-
tion function. Here, W , hi

b and hi
f denote learnable parameters (W b:

backward, and W f : forward), the hidden representations of xi with
backward sequence and forward sequence, respectively. The terms i,
and q represent constant matrix, intent, and query type, respectively.
The loss function is a combination of intent loss (IL) & query-type
recognition loss (QL): L= 0.7*IL + 0.3*QL.

4.2 Knowledge Distillation and Infusion

Question answering is a typical task where commonsense (in ad-
dition to domain knowledge) also plays a significant role. General
commonsense concepts are crucial for understanding sentences and
the underlying information in a semantic manner, thereby preventing
the issue of fixed word matching. On the other hand, medical con-
cepts play a significant role in comprehending medical information
accurately. Thus, we select ConceptNet [27] for knowledge graph
construction, which is one of the largest knowledge graphs (8 mil-
lion nodes and 21 million edges) that contains concepts of various
domains, such as news and healthcare.
Knowledge Graph Construction and Distillation While knowl-
edge is crucial, focusing on relevant knowledge is more significant
while solving a task. Thus, infusing the entire ConceptNet knowl-
edge with the proposed question-answer setup would be ineffective
and may even deteriorate the performance because a large chunk of
it would be irrelevant in every query-answer extraction. We propose
to distill the external knowledge based on context and inject a subset
of the knowledge graph dynamically depending on the context. In
the proposed framework, we first extract essential words (keywords)
from a context using an unsupervised statistical-based keyword ex-
tractor called YAKE [7]. The extracted keywords are passed to the
ConceptNet, which identifies relevant concepts associated with them
as described in the Algorithm 1.

4.3 Multi-Span Answer Extraction

When we respond to a question, the response may arise from a va-
riety of contexts with varied time phases. In the process of answer

Algorithm 1 Context relevant Knowledge Distillation

Input Context (C : s1, s2, s3, ...sn) where si represents ith sentence
of the context (C) having n sentences
Output Context relevant Knowledge Graph (KGC )
Initialization nk: threshold for number of keywords from a sin-
gle context, nr: threshold for number of concepts for a key-
word

1: KGC = []
2: K[1, 2, ....nk] = YAKE(C, nk) ⇒K: list of keywords
3: for entity in K do
4: KGTentity =[] ⇒KGTentity: KG triplet corresponding to

keyword (entity)
5: for j in range(0, nr) do
6: <rj , hj , tj> = ConceptNet(entity, KGTentity)
7: KGTentity = KGTentity + [rj , hj , tj]
8: end for
9: KGC = KGC + KGTentity

10: end for
11: return KGC

framing, we consider three aspects (a) query understating (b) context,
and (c) global context (additional relevant knowledge). The proposed
method aims to incorporate all three aspects effectively, as shown in
Figure 4. Pre-trained language models have demonstrated superiority
for different general language understanding tasks (GLU) in recent
years, owing to massive data pre-training. XLNet [32] has been as-
certained extremely effective in encoding long documents. Thus, we
first pass query, query semantics, context, and knowledge triplets to
the XLNet network for encoding the query and its respective context.
We segregate different segments (query, query semantic, context, and
knowledge triplets) with a special token ([SEP]).
Self-attention Layer In the multi-span question-answer setting, con-
text (C) usually contained multiple sentences with a varying number
of words. Thus, in order to have a fixed length sentence vector, we
applied self-attention over the encoded words as shown in Figure 4,
which is calculated as follows.

hij = wstanh(Ws · Cij) (1)

attij = Softmaxj(hij) (2)

S
′
i =

j=k∑
j=1

attij · Cij (3)

where ws and Ws are learnable parameters. Here, Cij denotes the
encoded representation of jth word of ith sentence of the context.
The obtained S

′
i indicates the attended hidden representation for the

ith sentence of the context(Ci).
Inter-Sentence Self-attention The number of sentences selected to
answer a query is far smaller than the total number of sentences.
Hence, the traditional method for attention weight calculation using
softmax is most likely to suffer from skewness. Thus we calculated
sparsified inter-self attention α-entmax [23] over sentences (si_sa) as
follows:

si_saij = ws · tanh(Ws · S
′
ij) (4)

βij = fs(si_saij) (5)

S
′′
i =

j=k∑
j=1

βij · S
′
ij (6)

where fs represents a sparse attention function. In contrast to soft-
max, it focuses on only relevant sentences (with user query) for at-
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Figure 4: Architecture of the proposed query semantic and knowledge guided multi-span question-answering model. The model first extracts
query semantics, distills relevant knowledge, selects a sub-graph, and finally extracts an answer from the provided context as per the query, its
semantics, and the infused additional knowledge

tention weight normalization and nullifies other sentences’ impact.
The vectors, ws and Ws are learnable parameters. Here, βij denotes
the attention weight of ith sentence with respect to the jth sentence.
The sparse attention function (fs) is measured as follows:

fs = ReLU [(α− 1) · a− τ ]
1

α−1 (7)

where α is constant and τ is the threshold computed using the bisec-
tion approach [23].
Sentence Relevance Identifier The obtained attended sentence vec-
tors are passed to a feedforward neural network (FFNN), followed by
softmax (Equation 8). The final layer predicts whether the sentence
should be considered as an answer or not.

yi = softmax(Wo · S
′′
i + bo) (8)

The terms Wo and bo signify weight and bias vectors, respectively.
The model employs binary cross-entropy loss to backpropagate the
discrepancy between the actual data and the model’s predictions. It
is calculated as follows:

loss = −
j=N∑
j=1

i=n∑
i=1

[y
(j)
i log(ŷ

(j)
i ) + (1− y

(j)
i )log(1− ŷ

(j)
i )] (9)

where y
(j)
i and ŷ

(j)
i indicate predicted probability and true proba-

bility for ith sentence of the jth sample being considered as answer,
i.e., relevance = 1. Here, N and n are no. of samples and no. of sen-
tences in the respective sample, respectively.

5 Experimental Setup
The proposed QueSemKnow model was trained for 25 epochs on an
RTX 2080 Ti GPU, which took around 7 hours. It has been trained,

validated, and evaluated with 80%, 10%, and 10% samples of the cu-
rated QueSeMSpan and MASH-QA conseq [33] (answer belongs to a
single span) datasets, respectively. We utilized a pre-trained version
of XLNet (24 layers) as the backbone of our proposed QA frame-
work and allowed only the top 12 layers to be trainable to lever-
age the pre-training. In our approach, we set the maximum length
for query encoding and sentence encoding of the context as 64 and
32 tokens, respectively. Considering that XLNet can encode a maxi-
mum length of 512 tokens, we divided larger contexts into multiple
segments, each consisting of 13 sentences and query encoding. We
selected different hyperparameters empirically, which are as follows:
batch size (4), learning rate, α (0.00002), number of keywords: 10,
number of relations for each keyword: 20, and optimizer (Adam).
Baselines: In order to understand the efficacy of the proposed model,
we compared the obtained performance with existing state-of-the-art
models. The baselines are as follows:
• BERT [8] BERT is a pre-trained language model that uti-

lizes transformer-based encoder architecture, which is trained on
masked language modelling and next sentence prediction tasks.

• RoBERTa [18] RoBERTa is an extension of the BERT language
model [8], trained on a larger set of training data with the sole
objective of masked token prediction.

• XLNet [32] XLNet is pre-trained using the unsupervised learning
task of predicting masked tokens, which uses a permutation-based
language modeling objective that considers all possible permuta-
tions of the input sequence.

• TANDA [9] It is a BERT-based question-answering state-of-the-
art model trained for (query, sentence) relevance identification.

• MultiCo [33]: It is the current state-of-art model for multiple
answer span question-answering tasks, which is built on a pre-
trained transformer-based framework for identifying the relevance



of different sentences of a context for a query.

6 Results and Discussion
We employed both sentence level and answer level evaluation met-
rics, namely accuracy, F1-Score, and exact match (EM) to evaluate
and compare the performances of the proposed multi-span question-
answering model. Accuracy and F1-Score are computed by compar-
ing the proportion of predicted sentences that match the gold-level
answers for the relevant sentences. EM determines the percentage
of answers where the predicted label matches the true label for each
sentence in the answer. It enables us to assess whether the model can
accurately predict the entire answer. We have also measured the per-
formances of different models in terms of context relevance predic-
tion (CRP). CRP is the ratio of the total number of relevance matches
(both relevant: 1, and non-relevant: 0) to the total number of sen-
tences in the concerned context. Note all the reported results (Tables
6. 7, and 8) are statistically significant as validated using Welch’s
t-test [30] at 5% significance level. Based on the experiments, we re-
port the following answers with evidence to our investigated research
questions (RQs).
RQ 1: Is there any correlation between the intent identification
of a question and its question type recognition? We first experi-
mented with different neural networks and RNN-based models for
query intent identification and query type recognition. The obtained
results are reported in Table 4. The performances of the proposed
multi-tasking intent-query identification model are reported in Table
5, demonstrating a significant improvement (intent: 2.9 ↑ and qtype:
0.8 ↑) over uni-task models (Table 4). The model performed superior
in both metrics (Accuracy and F1-score) across both tasks. It firmly
shows the importance of optimizing the tasks simultaneously, estab-
lishing a strong correlation between intent identification and query
type recognition tasks.

Table 4: Performances of different models for intent identification
(left) and query type recognition (right)

Model Accuracy(%) F1-Score
FFNN 75.4 0.746
LSTM 81.4 0.782
BiLSTM 86.2 0.848

Model Accuracy(%) F1-Score
FFNN 94.8 0.943
LSTM 96.3 0.889
BiLSTM 98.1 0.968

Table 5: Performance of the proposed multitasking intent-query iden-
tification model

Task Accuracy (%) F1-Score
Intent idn 89.1 (2.9 ↑) 0.882 (0.034 ↑)
Query type idn 98.9 (0.8 ↑) 0.984 (0.016 ↑)

RQ 2: Is there any impact of query semantics on extracting
multi-span answers from a document efficiently? Table 6 shows
the obtained performance of query semantic guided query under-
stating model and its comparison with existing models. We have
also experimented with one more medical question-answering cor-
pus, MASH-QA conseq, and the obtained findings are summarized
in Table 7. The findings (improvements over state-of-the-art models
on both datasets) established the crucial importance of query seman-
tics utilization in multiple answer span QA.
RQ 3: Does external medical knowledge provide the background
and foundation to understand medical documents comprehen-
sively and extract multi-span answers effectively? With the mo-
tivation of comprehensively understanding medical documents, we
infused external medical knowledge using a structured knowledge
graph with relevant medical entities and the corresponding relations

Table 6: Performance of Query semantic guided Question Answering
Models on QueSeMSpan dataset

Model F1-Score EM1 CRP
BERT [8] 25.21 8.89 /
RoBERTA [18] 28.65 9.40 /
XLNet [32] 29.19 9.09 /
TANDA [9] 25.44 8.95 /
MultiCo [33] 50.81 17.80 93.22
QueSem (ours) 55.29 (4.48 ↑) 21.15 (3.35 ↑) 94.15 (0.93 ↑)
QueKnow (ours) 53.10 (2.71 ↑) 19.55 (1.75 ↑) 93.72 (0.50 ↑)
QueSemKnow (ours) 55.81 (5.00 ↑) 21.33 (3.53 ↑) 94.45 (1.23 ↑)

among them. The obtained performances of the knowledge-infused
model are reported in Table 6 and Table 7. As a result of additional
knowledge about medical concepts (medical entities and their re-
lationships), improvements of 2.71% and 4.38% were achieved in
finding the relevance of different sentences that span multiple para-
graphs. Thus, yes, the infusion of external medical knowledge played
a critical role in extracting multi-span answers to a medical query.

The Combined Impact of Query Semantic and Knowledge Infu-
sion We also experimented with a model that infuses both queries’
semantic and external medical knowledge (QueSemKnow), the ob-
tained results are reported in Table 6. The model outperformed the
models that leverage either of query semantic or knowledge. Thus,
with the robust and in-depth evaluation of every sentence of context
using query, query semantics, and external medical concept reduces
the likelihood of the sentence not being considered despite its high
relevance.

Table 7: Performance of Query semantic guided Question Answering
Models on MASH-QA conseq dataset

Model F1-Score EM CRP
BERT [8] 27.93 3.95 /
XLNet [32] 56.46 22.78 /
SpanBERT [13] 30.61 5.62 /
MultiCo [33] 59.38 26.40 95.65
QueSem (ours) 60.03 (0.65 ↑) 26.72 (0.032 ↑) 95.68 (0.03 ↑)
QueKnow (ours) 63.76 (4.38 ↑) 27.71 (1.31 ↑) 96.13 (0.48 ↑)
QueSemKnow (ours) 61.88 (2.50 ↑) 27.65 (1.25 ↑) 95.99 (0.34 ↑)

Ablation Study In order to understand the impact and contribution
of different components of the proposed model, we performed an ab-
lation study (Table 8). It demonstrates the following: (a) Query type
understating is more influential than intent for answer extraction be-
cause query type implicitly conveys user intent, (b) the incorporation
of external medical knowledge with multi-span question answering
substantially improves the model capability to understand the rele-
vance of document’s content for a given query.

Table 8: Impact of different components of the proposed QueSem-
Know model

Model F1-Score EM CRP
QueSemKnow w/o Intent, Query and KG 50.81 17.80 93.22
QueSemKnow with only Intent 51.89 18.56 93.25
QueSemKnow with only Query type 52.62 19.21 93.66
QueSemKnow with only KG 53.10 19.55 93.72

Human Evaluation To rule out the possibility of under-informative
assessment performed by automatic metrics, we chose four top-
performing models in automatic evaluation for subsequent human
review. We conducted the human evaluation of 100 randomly se-
lected test samples of the QueSeMSpan dataset. The evaluators were
provided with predicted answers and respective queries without re-
vealing actual labels. In the evaluation, three evaluators (two medical



Query
What medicines do doctors use to treat delusional disorder?

Context
Delusional disorder, previously called paranoid disorder, is a type of serious mental illness called a psychotic disorder. People who have it can't 
tell what's real from what is imagined. Delusions are the main symptom of delusional disorder….. [52] The primary medications used to attempt 
to treat delusional disorder are called antipsychotics. [53] Drugs used include: Conventional antipsychotics: Also called neuroleptics, these 
have been used to treat mental disorders since the mid-1950s. [54] They work by blocking dopamine receptors in the brain. [55] Dopamine is a 
neurotransmitter believed to be involved in the development of delusions. [56] Conventional antipsychotics include Chlorpromazine(Thorazine) 
Fluphenazine (Prolixin) Haloperidol (Haldol) Loxapine (Oxilapine) Perphenazine (Trilafon), Thioridazine (Mellaril), Thiothixene (Navane) ---. [58] 
Serotonin is another neurotransmitter believed to be involved in delusional disorder. [59] These drugs include: Aripiprazole (Abilify) Aripiprazole 
Lauroxil (Aristada) Asenapine (Saphris) Brexpiprazole (Rexulti) Cariprazine (Vraylar) Clozapine (Clozaril) Iloperidone (Fanapt) .--- disorder. [60] 
Tranquilizers might be used if the person has a very high level of anxiety or problems sleeping. [61] Antidepressants might be used to treat 
depression, which often happens in people with delusional disorder Psychotherapy can also be helpful, along with medications, as a way to 
help people better manage and cope with the stresses related to their delusional beliefs and its impact on their lives. [62] Psychotherapies that 
may be helpful in delusional disorder include: Individual psychotherapy can help the person recognize and correct the thinking that has become 
distorted. …… There's no known way to prevent delusional disorder. But early diagnosis and treatment can help lessen the disruption to the 
person's life, family, and friendships.

Gold               [52, 61, 62]                                                          
MultCo             [59] 
QueSem           [52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61] 
QueKnow         [52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60]
QueSemKnow [52,53,59, 60,61,62] 

Figure 5: Performance of different model for a common test case. The numbers in the third braces represent sentence sequence number of the
context. The proposed model adequately identifies the relevant sentences from multiple segments, along with some additional sentences, while
the other models predict some contiguous segments that miss essential sentences

experts and one researcher other than the authors) were employed to
assess 35, 35, and 30 question-answer pairs to assess the appropriate-
ness of the answers provided by these models. Each question-answer
sample is evaluated on a scale of 0 to 5 based on adequacy (A), flu-
ency (F), relevance (R), completeness (C), and multi-span identifia-
bility (MSI). The obtained scores, an average of the tests, are reported
in Table 9.

Table 9: Human evaluation of different multi-span question answer-
ing models

Model A F R C MSI Avg.
MultiCo [33] 2.44 2.16 1.78 1.18 2.14 1.94
QueSem 2.58 2.36 1.96 1.24 2.32 2.09
QueKnow 2.74 2.34 1.65 1.39 2.48 2.12
QueSemKnow 2.86 2.60 2.04 1.88 2.82 2.44

7 Case Study and Analysis

We have analyzed the different models’ performances on some com-
mon test cases to comprehend their strengths and weaknesses. One
such case study is illustrated in Figure 5. The comprehensive anal-
yses of the performances of different models lead to the following
key observations: (i) In the multi-task framework, the NLU model’s
efficacy improved more for intent detection than query type identifi-
cation. The behavior is primarily due to the fact that query type effec-
tively narrows down the possible space for speaker intent, whereas,
given an intent (diagnosis), a query can be framed using various types
of information. (ii) The case study reveals that the baseline model,
MultiCo, lacks a deep comprehension of the query and context, re-
sulting in it marking fewer sentences as relevant. On the other hand,
the proposed QueSemKnow model leverages query semantics and ex-
ternal knowledge to obtain a wider and relevant global context, en-
abling it to select all relevant sentences to provide a comprehensive
answer. (iii) The primary cause of the proposed model’s failure is that
it not only identifies pertinent sentences but also includes some un-
related sentences that are connected and sequential with the selected
ones, as shown in Figure 5.

Limitations Despite demonstrating effectiveness and superiority
over existing state-of-the-art models, it is important to acknowledge
that the proposed query semantic and knowledge guided multi-span
question answering model has certain limitations. If a medical query
with new concept emerges, the effectiveness of the proposed model
may not be as high as it is for the represented concepts already
present in the knowledge graph. However, it can still provide useful
information for emerging medical problems by identifying related
medical concepts and relationships that may be relevant to the prob-
lem. For instance, for COVID-19, the knowledge graph may not have
specific information on the virus itself, but it may have information
on related concepts such as respiratory diseases, viral infections, and
immune system responses, which can be helpful in understanding pa-
tient query and concern more effectively. As a result, it would still aid
in more accurately identifying pertinent segments of medical docu-
ments. To address this limitation, an effective approach would be to
augment the knowledge graph, provided that the relevant knowledge
is accessible.

8 Conclusion
In this work, we make an effort to advance the efficacy of an AI-
assisted medical question answering framework. We proposed a two-
phased query semantic and knowledge guided medical question an-
swering model that first extracts query semantic and relevant ex-
ternal medical knowledge in the first phase and identifies the rele-
vance of sentences (of a relevant document) based on query seman-
tic and infused knowledge in the later phase. We also developed a
multi-task framework for identifying query intent and type, which
exploits the interrelationship between tasks to recognize query se-
mantics more effectively. The proposed model outperforms the ex-
isting state-of-the-art model across all evaluation metrics on multiple
datasets, which firmly demonstrates the efficacy of infusing query
semantic and external knowledge in multiple answer span question
answering. When a response contains multiple sentences, the coher-
ence among the sentences is crucial. In the future, we would like to
build an abstractive response generation model for multiple answer
spans healthcare question answering.
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